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INTRODUCING UNT SYSTEM CONNECT
The launch of UNT System Connect, an intuitive intranet platform, is coming soon! UNT System Connect, our new
enterprise intranet, is a commitment to seamless collaboration, easy access to essential information, a robust approach to
the security and privacy of employees, and transparent communications across the enterprise.

UNT System Connect launches on January 24 for UNT System and UNT Dallas, on February 13 at UNT Denton, and on
March 18 at UNT Health Science Center.

Connect is tailored to reduce email overload by offering a personalized experience for internal communications, employee-
only information, and more. With this platform, you can easily find the information that matters to you, ensuring a seamless
and efficient workflow. Read the Chancellor’s full Connect announcement here.

NEW SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION FROM HR
HR is excited to announce a new software implementation, PageUp. This new platform will complement PeopleSoft (EIS)
and modernize business processes, focusing on position descriptions, applicant tracking, performance management,
onboarding, and succession planning. This initiative is driven by our commitment to enhance the overall user experiences of
employees, candidates, and people managers. In the coming weeks and months, you can expect detailed communications
for each implementation phase, including information regarding user testing and training schedules.

LEARN MORE

NEW TEAMS APP UPDATE
The Microsoft Teams desktop application has been updated to a new and redesigned version. As of April 1, 2024, the
classic version of Teams will no longer exist. The new version of Teams will provide a faster, simpler, and more flexible
experience. For questions, or if you have issues during this change, please visit the Service Desk or contact
ithelp@untsystem.edu. 

LEARN MORE

Subscribe to our email list.
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Save the Date: GET FIT TEXAS
It’s that time of year again to prepare for the 2024 Get Fit Texas Challenge! Get Fit Texas is a 10-week challenge that
promotes physical activity and aligns with the recommended CDC physical activity guidelines. The challenge will run from
Jan. 22 to March 31, 2024. Learn more and register here.

HIGHLIGHTS

Simulation provides practical
teaching experience for UNT
students — minus the classroom

HSC professor Dr. Dana Litt creates
tool to decode online drug market

UNT Dallas names first recipient of
Robert Mong Endowed Scholarship

READ READ READ

CONGRATULATIONS

UNT Dallas 2023 graduate plans New grant for UNT to boost efforts of HSC School of Biomedical Sciences
Subscribe to our email list.
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MBA as next step to build future in
politics and government

first-generation success center awards its first-ever bachelor
degrees

READ READ READ

HR BENEFITS & RESOURCES
New Prescription Plan Redeem Blue Points Five Tips for Winter Fitness

MORE MORE MORE

HR WELL-BEING CALENDAR
Discover the latest scheduled webinars and events available to improve your physical and financial health.

SEE WHAT'S NEW

If you have an HR UNT System question, please email HR@UNTSystem.edu

Check our member institutions’ for their latest campus news

If you have a question or any topic you'd like covered in a future newsletter, please email communications@untsystem.edu
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View this email online.
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